EBW SLASH WUPPERTALER SCHWEBEBAHN / GC6A1XJ
Coordinates

Info

Railway-Station

Your Task

Describtion

Direction / Hint

N 51 14.015 E 007 04.380

PK

free of charge parking

please leave here your Cache-Mobil

a lot of place for everybody

---

N 51 13.861 E 007 04.157

SA

Stationsgarten

Find four different years numbers (all four digits)
here. Adding these four numbers and carries this
value at "X"!

use the Chart
"Obere Horizontale"

Specialstation A
(HINT: CS = 29)

N 51 13.857 E 007 04.143

SB

Stationsgarten

Find here a weight ( in kg ) and transmits this
value to "Y"

use the Chart
"Untere Horizontale"

Specialstation B
(HINT: CS = 2)

N 51 13.828 E 007 04.060

S1

Vohwinkel

Finds the silver QR code "Welcome"
(check the pillar arrow nameplate)

the one-digit number
must be entered at "X

QR - Pillar
Rear Exit

N 51 14.044 E 007 04.600

S20

Bruch

Find a photo from our collage at this Coords

the number on the photo
is entered at "Y"

direction Vohwinkel
(have a view forward to
Vohwinkel)

N 51 14.203 E 007 05.320

S2

Hammerstein

Find a photo from our collage at this Coords

the number on the photo
is entered at "X"

direction Oberbarmen
(have a view forward to
Oberbarmen)

N 51 14.286 E 007 05.798

S19

Sonnborner Straße

What is the sum of the two three-digit numbers
on both orange stamp-vending machines

the three-digit number
is entered at "Y"

direction Vohwinkel

N 51 14.465 E 007 06.211

S3

Zoo / Stadion

Find a photo from our collage at this Coords

the number on the photo
is entered at "X"

direction Oberbarmen
(have a view out at the side of the
station)

N 51 14.806 E 007 06.430

S18

Varresbecker Straße

Find a photo from our collage at this Coords

the number on the photo
is entered at "Y"

direction Vohwinkel
(have a view back direction
Oberbarmen)

N 51 14.930 E 007 07.120

S4

Westende

How many seats has
the metal furniture you´ll find here

the one-digit number
is entered at "X"

direction Oberbarmen

N 51 14.914 E 007 07.494

S17

Pestalozzistraße

Here were once exit traffic lights
the number was "IVREMRUA" ;-)

the two-digit number
must be entered under "Y"

you just don't get ROT

N 51 15.130 E 007 08.068

S5

Robert-Daum-Platz

You´ll find here a plaque with sad background.
Find out how many injuries ( not deaths ) it has
happend at this sad event

the two-digit number
is entered at "X"

direction Oberbarmen

N 51 15.326 E 007 08.562

S16

Ohligsmühle /
Stadthalle

Find a photo from our collage at this Coords

the number on the photo
is entered at "Y"

direction Vohwinkel
(have a view back direction
Oberbarmen)

N 51 15.365 E 007 08.921

S6

Hauptbahnhof
(Döppersberg)

Find the control room ("Leitstand") mailbox and
built the cross sum from the five numbers in the
address - sign

the one-digit number
is entered at "X"

direction Oberbarmen

N 51 15.333 E 007 09.287

S15

Kluse

The Kosice Shore
Forms the cross-sum of the year

the two-digit number
is entered at "Y"

direction Vohwinkel
(have a view to the lower Kosice Shore)

N 51 15.477 E 007 09.746

S7

Landgericht

Find a photo from our collage at this Coords

the number on the photo
is entered at "X"

direction Oberbarmen (have a view out
at the side of the station)

N 51 15.753 E 007 10.465

S14

Völklinger Straße

Find a photo from our collage at this Coords

the number on the photo
is entered at "Y"

direction Vohwinkel
(have a view back direction
Oberbarmen)

N 51 16.033 E 007 10.886

S8

Loher Brücke
(Junior Uni)

What number is this
Billboard
(Sign above the board (!)) - 0 . . . W

the three-digit number
is entered at "X"

direction Oberbarmen

N 51 16.022 E 007 11.341

S13

Adlerbrücke /
Opernhaus

Here you´ll find a large
Photovoltaic-System.
How big is the module surface ?

the two-digit number
(please do round it up!)
is entered at "Y"

direction Vohwinkel

N 51 16.050 E 007 11.483

SC

Bouncing "Tuffi"
into the Wupper

Find the bouncing
"Tuffy" as an image of a house wall

the four-digit number
is entered at "X" and "Y"

Specialstation C
both directions

?

N 51 16.167 E 007 11.881

S9

Alter Markt

Find a photo from our collage at this Coords

the number on the photo
is entered at "X"

direction Oberbarmen
(have a view back direction Vohwinkel)

?

N 51 16.343 E 007 12.391

S12

Werther Brücke

Find a photo from our collage at this Coords

the number on the photo
is entered at "Y"

direction Vohwinkel

N 51 16.396 E 007 12.848

S10

Wupperfeld

Silver shut-sheets at the end of the station
direction Oberbarmen - How many visible holes
has the rightmost silver shut-sheet

the two-digit number
is entered at "X"

direction Oberbarmen

N 51 16.490 E 007 13.353

S11

Oberbarmen

Have a look direction Carriage Hall.
In the middle are windows.
How many windows you are able to see ?

the one-digit number
is entered at Y"

direction Vohwinkel

FINAL-INFO:

XXXXX

5 digit value

FINAL-INFO:

YYYY

4 digit value

(Hint: QS = 9 )

gives the mail address: XXXXXYYYY at online dot de
(Hint: QS = 17 )

Hello and nice that you dare to visit our tourist-multi (EBW SLASH WUPPERTALER Schwebebahn / GC6A1XJ). (Version 3-EN-07/2020)
Please park your cachemobile at the Park-Koords (PK) and go to the listing coordinates (SA). Here you will find your first tasks, the two special stations (SA & SB).
Find the values you are looking for and enter these numbers at "X" and "Y" in the table. Now go to station 1 (S1) and scan the silver QR at the green pillar (nameplate!) at the
rear exit and then the journey with the suspension railway begins. Tip, use the suspension railway and collect the data in the appropriate order (i.e. from S1 to S2 to S3... S8
to SC(!) ... S9 ...) Please always make sure that you have a valid ticket (unlimited boarding and disembarking is only possible with a day ticket), as fare evasion is subject to high fines
(currently 60 Euros) here in the valley! So you collect numbers (or a picture containing a number) at all suspension railway stations. There is also a third special station (SC) where
you can see the number in the picture on a wall of a house as you drive past it (so here you have two chances on a round trip on the cable car!) Everything is also possible by car /
bike and / or on foot (this was the requirement of Groundspeak to enable the cache!). You only need to go back to the station "BRUCH" (S20). Get off here! Get the last number
and calculate the sums for "X" and "Y". Now you have a MAIL address (XXXXXYYY at online dot de). Send a MAIL there with all nicknames involved (!) in the subject ... The reply mail
contains the coordinates for the final - let's go ... Take the road to "VOHWINKEL"- 100m right ... go to the parking lot ... onto the track etc. )
Please be really inconspicuous here (we want the cache to last longer this time) and hide what you find exactly as you found it. Use your permanent pen to sign the logbook.
Now let's get down to work and if you have any problems please send a mail to GC6A1XJ at dl8ebw dot de with nickname and phone number - we'll call you back!
Have fun and above all a nice ride !

(... we would be very happy about pictures [no spoilers!] and nice log's!)

Netti & Guido TEAM DL8EBW (07/2020)
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